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It is on a glaring Wednesday afternoon 
that I've found myself wandering through 
the lonely, labyrinthine corridors of 
Hibernian House, 342 Elizabeth St, Surry 
Hills. Dimly lit by oblique reflections from 
the street pavement, walls reverberate 
with strange and random markings, 
like disparate, dormant meme-particles 
waiting to coalesce and crystallise into 
something more than ephemeral ideas, 
setting the scene for an immersion in 
the universe of the Wild Boys. 

E 

A certain quiet buzz permeates the 
installation that I step into, a space 
that is imbued with a subtle, pulsing, 
life-force. Flora and fauna metaphors 
are fitting in this case. Yams, pieces 
of string, furniture, crafted voodoo 
dolls, and other bric-a-brac populate 
the naked sun-drenched interior, as if 
they had silently crept into position at 
an evolutionary pace, each organically 
staking out their own niches in the 
ecological territory of the studio. A need 

was felt to tread carefully so as not 
to upset some strange balance of 
nature in the gallery. 

Yet, it is an internal ecosystem 
of objects and ideas that is not 
confined to a sterile gallery space. 
The Wild Boys, as deities of their 
installation, don't seek to craft 
out an oasis of 'artistic' immersion 
away from the humdrum of 
human activity and peak hour 
traffic outside, but rather utilise a 
space that daringly converses its 
immediate surroundings (Surry 
Hills) through large warehouse 
windows that open out onto 
penthouse views of potted-plant 
populated rooftops, and clear 
skies. 

The VVild 
Boys have 

created what 
is essentially 

an 'anti-gallery' 
biosphere 

Below: Elizabeth Pulie, Norihiko Beppu, Gwenda Stopps 
and Nadine at the opening of the Wild Boys, 2005. 
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The result of their 
installation - a living 
space within a larger 
life-world - is a marked 
contrast from many 
white-cube galleries, 
whose aspirations 
curiously parallel the 
endeavors of architects 
in the construction of 
those holy monuments 
of Western civilisation 
- cathedrals. It is in 
these humungous 
centerpieces of town 
planning that we see 
death and eternal life 
enshrined within their 
cavernous interiors. 
When one steps into 
Notredame or St. 
Andrews, one feels 
as though time has 
stopped, or that one 
has transcended 
time. In them, we 
are taken away from 
the 'real life' and its 
progress outside, and 
left entombed/frozen 
in that single point 
of fossilized eternity. 
(Curiously, feelings of 

B 

awe and reverence are 
usually experienced 
in a state of physical 
immobilisation). 

The Wild Boys' installation 
presents an alternative 
experience of time, one 
that finds an architectural 
sibling in the palaces of the 
Tang dynasty, where the 
upward ambitionsoftowers 
and spires of churches are 
replaced by a more earthly 
appreciation of life in the 
long, horizontal stretch of 

walkways and open-air, 
expansive compounds. 
It is in spaces like these 
that the focus is placed on 
the ever-shifting present, 
where movement in time 
is key. 

Through their 
performative systems, 
The Wild Boys have 
created what is 
essentially an 'anti- 
gallery' biosphere that 
is 'infected' with the 
life-world beyond, 
continually growing and 
constantly undergoing 
change. Itisanevolution 
that culminates in a 
sequined supernova, one 
big Dadaist dance that 
is the closing party of 

their installation. In this 
project's site-specificity, 
there a re no references 
to any transcendental 
ideas; there is only the 
awe and appreciation 
in a lived present 

that accompanies 
an awareness of the 
transience of the 
makers' creation. And 

those of us fortunate 
enough to inhabit the 
life-spaces of the Wild 
Boys get to witness the 
creation and fabulous 
death of their own self 
made micro-universe. 

It is in spaces like 

these that the 

focus is placed 

on the ever 

shifting present 
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Photos by Tim Hilton 

Stories by Luke Malone 

Jay 

I met Jay at a party. And it was the first time I'd ever had speed. We stayed up for 
days until one of my nostrils blocked up and the other started bleeding. 
I remember going to the bathroom to pee and my dick was so small and I freaked out 
thinking it was going to stay like that. 
His dick was like a beer can. 

Bruce 

He was a stripper and the only black guy I have ever slept with. He was very im 
pressive physically, but was kind of performing rather than fucking. It put me way 
off. Like I was sleeping with a big, black Jon Benet. 
He told me he went to primary school with Prince. 

Joel 

I met Joel shortly after I had broken up with Garrett for the second time. He was 
actually Garrett's blind date. Which was bad form because it was the first time Gar 
rett and I had hung out since we had broken up. Even his friends were like, "What 
is he doing?" 
In my twenty-one year old mind I decided to seek revenge by kissing Joel, who I 
didn't fuck until a few nights later. I probably went too far by going home that 
night with Garrett's ex-boyfriend who had just flown in from Ireland. 
Somehow all of this filtered back to my mother who, to my surprise, only responded 
with, "Luke is going to develop himself a nice little reputation." 
My sister told me she was smirking as she said this. 

Mikey 

We broke up in a library over two days. In the end he said, "Look, do you really 
want to break up?" 
I wasn't really sure, but I just wanted to go home. 

Guy from Nightride (Town Hall to Pymble) 

He cried and told me how his wife had died. He also gave me a ring. 
I threw it in the bushes. 

Alley Way Guy 

Nick and I had just broken up and were drinking in the Shift when he told me he 
wanted a threesome, because he had never had one. I wasn't really in the mood, and 
we had just broken up, but Nick was insistent and I eventually relented. 
He spotted this guy who ended up buying us both drinks. After a little while Nick 
asked him if he was interested in a threesome. He said no, he just wanted to be 
with Nick. 
I was mortified because; 
a) He was foul, and 
b) I hadn't even wanted to in the first place. 
I left totally shamed and angry. I was a bit drunk by this stage and was convinced 
I had to redress the power balance. As I was walking to the station I saw this hot 
pierced boy do a double take as I passed him on the street. So I went up to him and 
asked if he wanted to have sex. 
We did it in an alley ala Jerri Blank. I found myself proud that I had the balls to 
approach somebody on the street like that. 
To this day, I haven't forgiven Nick for the incident. 

Darren 

I met Darren at a party at Richard's house. It was a fun night, watching Stephanie 
Powers and Steel Magnolias. But only the important scenes. 
Darren came in late, and after a while changed into this white lace bodysuit. 
Afterwards, during sex, he said, "I can't believe I'm having sex with someone so 
young." I said, "I can't believe I'm having sex with someone wearing a white lace 
bodysuit." 



ort has 
of one 

way 
into p . Shirley Valent, lks to 
the Wild Boys at Stonewall about 
her amazing life so far. 

s 9° 55056647 
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Birthplace: Mackay QLD 
Age: 49 
Height: 5'11" somethin I dunno 
Weight: 67kilos 

Tim: Where did you grow up? 
Brisbane 
Tim: What was your childhood like? 
All right. 
Tim: What's your earliest memory? 
For the first five years I lived in the West 
End and we went to the movies, then 
they came to pick us up- me father. I 
do remember Elvis Presley, the one like 
World Fair and he's a motorbike thing. 
The carousel one, "Roustabout". 
Richard: Where did you go to school? 
I had two sisters and one brother, be 
sides me that is. One sister's older and 
one's younger. She's my favourite be 
cause she knew what happened in life. 
I was what you'd class the black sheep 
of the family. Still am. My mother liked to 
hock things and I used to do it for her. 
Tim: So you used to hock things? 
Yes. 
Tim: For your mother? 
Yes. 
Tim: Why? 
Because she likes to play bingo, she was a 
bingo fanatic. 
Tim: Is that why you used to be the black 
sheep? 
Yes, in a sense, because when my mother 
died they found all the receipts under her 
bed. That's what they accused me of. And 
that's all I'm going to say! 
Tim: So what about school life? 
All right. Good yeah. 
Tim: Did you go to school in Brisbane? 
Dutton Park. Near the hospital. 
Tim: And what did you like about school? 
Maths. Actually I loved maths. 
Richard: What did you hate about school? 
I don't. 
Richard: You just liked everything? 
Yeah. 

HIRLE Y 
B. GOOD! 

(laughing in the background) 
Richard: What were the boys like at your 
school? Did you realise that you were at 
tracted to them? 
Not til later in life ... ah, one. One boyfriend. 
Tim: How old were you? 
About 14, 15. 
Richard: What was his name? 
That's a good question. I can't remember. 
Richard: Did you have sex and stuff? 
Of course. 
Tim: How old were you when you first had 
sex? 
What I said before. 
Tim: With him? 
Yes. 
Tim: And what was that like? 
Good. (laughs) That's all I'm saying. Good. 
I could say fantastic but I didn't. 
Tim: You lost track of him? 
Yes I have, I don't know where he is now. I 
really don't, cos it was a few years ago. He 
could be anywhere. 

I ALWAYS WANTED TO DO 
DRAG. ALWAYS. Cos I USED 
TO WEARA DRESS RIGHT 
IN FRONT OF ME FATHER. 

ACTUALLY ME 
FATHER DIDN'T CARE... COS 
I CAME DOWN IN A DRESS 

OF ME MOTHER'S. 

Richard: So Brisbane, Sydney; what have 
you done between now and then? 
Now and then? 
Richard: When did you come to Sydney? 
I come in 1982. Actually earlier than that, 
1980. But I started drag in '82. 
Tim: And where did you start drag? 
Coogee. In a Chinese restaurant called 
Dragon's Inn. (laughter all round) It was 
fun. With Trixie Lamont and Lorraine Camp 
bell-Craig. 
Tim: Do you remember your very first show 
in Coogee? 
Yeah. 
Tim: What numbers were you doing then? 
Ooh, would have been 70s numbers, 80s 
numbers and 90s numbers. 
Tim: Any particular artists that you were do 
ing? 

I5 



Anything and everything. We used to do a show 
called ... what was it? A group number, Shad 
dup Your Face? (laughter all round) Remember 
that one? Then we moved on from there, we 
went to Fantasy Island. 
Trevor: Like the TV show? 
No not a TV show, it was a restaurant. 
Trevor: Oh right. 
The stage was huge. Huuuuuge. 
Tim: Where was that? 
That was Randwick Junction. And from there we 
came down to Patches then what was that oth 
er one, Flo's Palace. And there used to be a 
restaurant, 45 it was called, now it's Glo- 
ria Jean's, the restaurant you know. 
Then the Exchange Hotel, Patches, 
gawd I get around a lot don't I? 
Tim: What made you want to 
start drag in the first place? 
I always wanted to do drag. 
Always. Cos I used to wear 
a dress right in front of me 
father. Actually me father 
didn't care (laughs) Cos I 
came down in a dress of 
me mother's. 
Tim: How old were you? 
I'd say about seven. 
Roughly. Very young. 
Tim: So you always loved 
dressing up in women's 
clothing? 
Always. Oh yes. I should've 
been a woman. That's 
bloody right. 

(we adjourn to the pokies room 
in back of the Stonewall) 

Tim: How do you feel when you're 
up on stage? 
All right actually. Really good. Because I 
don't get nervous like half the drag queens to 
day, because I've been doing it for twenty odd 
years. I like it, I don't get nervous at all because 
I love doing what I'm doing. If they don't like it, 
too bad. 

I LIKE IT, I DON'T GET 
NERVOUS AT ALL BECAUSE I 

LOVE DOING WHAT I'M 
DOING. IF THEY DON'T LIKE 

IT, TOO BAD. 

Trevor: So what's the feeling you have when 
you're not nervous? Confident? 
Yeah I'm always confident. It's kind of natural 
for me. 
Richard: How do you keep in shape? 
I go out with Alan (Shirley's flatmate) and do a 
lot of walking. 
Richard: Where do you go? 
I go to Tempe. Sometimes I might walk to Botany 
and back, it depends. That's about it. 
Tim: What do you think is your best feature? 
As in what? 

Tim: Physically. 
I don't know. Never thought about it. 

Me whole body I suppose. Every 
thing. 

Richard: How do you keep 
beautiful? 
Night cream. 
Tim: A bit of night cream, 
do you? Round your 
eyes? 
Yeah the whole face. 
Richard: What brand 
is it? 
Think it might be Ore 
al. L'Oreal. I don't 
know, I didn't look. 
Tim: Everyone would 
change something 
about themselves 
if they could. What 
would you change? 
What would I change? 

Tim: Yeah like plastic 
surgery or ... 

That's out of the question, 
that one. 

Tim: Really? 
Yeah. 

Tim: Well just say you could change 
it with a magic pill, what would you 

change? 
Bigger tits. (laughter) Yes. Real ones. 
Tim: What do you think about other people hav 
ing plastic surgery, like famous movie stars? 
Well they've got the money, I haven't. I don't 
care. 
Tim: So it's a money issue. 
It's a money issue. 
Tim: If you had the money you would? 
I would. 
Trevor: How big would you go? 
Not that big. I'm not gonna be like Dolly Par 
ton. 
Richard: Down under? Would you have the 
snip? 
I don't know, I can't say at this stage. Later on 
in life, maybe if I'm still around. Cos I'm 49. 

Tim: You could imagine being an old lady. 
I think it'd be wise, just have the dress, whatever. 
Keep the dick. 
Richard: Do you think as an old lady you'd get 
more sympathy? 
That's a good question. Maybe. 
Trevor: Do you dress as a woman in everyday 
life, at all? 
No, only for shows. Or parties. 
Trevor: So although you don't dress as a woman 
in everyday life now, you might consider it? 
Might, yes. 
Trevor: But there's a big difference between get 
ting dressed up and getting tits. 
Yes it is a big jump. But I don't know yet. 
Trevor: You don't need to do you? You've got 
your falsies, you've got your dress ... 
I don't need to at this stage. It would be nice. 
Trevor: So it's a bit of a fantasy? 
It's a fantasy. Since I was young I suppose. Al 
ways been a fantasy. 
Tim: You were saying before that you should 

have been born a girl. 
I wish I was a girl. But, didn't happen, so what 
can I do? 
Tim: Do you feel in your mind or your heart that 
you are female? 
I am, in my mind, yes. I believe. 
Richard: Do you see Polly as a friend or your 
boss, or is she more like a colleague? 
She's a friend and boss and colleague all in 
one. Last time she came in, Sunday night 28th 
of August, she came in, got ready, she said to 
me that I had a booking for a party, and what 
numbers to do. So she's a really good friend. 
Tim: She looks after you in terms of performing? 
Oh yes. Always. And she's always been kind 
even though she jokes, saying I'm 49 and twelve 
weeks or eleven weeks or whatever the case 
may be. 
Tim: How do you feel when she says things like 
that about you? 
It's all in good fun. Always with Polly. Always 
good fun. 

I WISH I WAS A GIRL BUT, DIDN'T HAPPEN, 
SO WHAT CAN I DO? 

\ 
Shirley at her Arncliffe home 
reclines in a green sequined 

baby doll dress. 
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Richard: So she can give as good as she gets. 
Oh yes, I give it back to her sometimes. Some 
times, not always. 
Tim: Is she bitchy sometimes? 
Yes, I have to remind her in some cases agewise 
and weekwise, cos she forgets. 
Tim: So she's also a mentor? 
She is. 
Tim: Do you talk about performing with her? 
Not performing but we always talk. 
Tim: Just about general life stuff? 
Yes. General things. We always talk. 
Richard: What do you think sets you apart from 
other showgirls? What makes you special? 
I'm not special, that's the thing. I'm just me. I don't 
try to be special. I 
don't compete. 
Richard: Do you no 
tice any competi 
tion between other 
drag queens? 
Yeah well and truly. 
Richard: At Polly's 
Follies? 
Maybe. I wouldn't 
say compete. 
We're all good 
friends, they don't 
compete here. At 
other places they 
might. 
Tim: So you think 
Polly's is different in 
that way? 
Yes. 
Tim: Why do you 
think that is? 
Because every 
body talks here, 
other drag queens in the 
hotel, they know who you 
are. That's all I can say. 
Richard: More friendships 
with these people? 
Yes. A lot of friends here. 
Trevor: Do you have a special friend? Like a boy 
friend? 
No I haven't got a boyfriend. I have a special 
friend, Richard. He's a lovely guy and that's all I 
can say. And he's younger. 
Tim: He's not your boyfriend? 
No. 
Trevor: Why do you say he's not your boyfriend? 
Cos he's not, he's just a friend. A good friend, but 
when he gets drunk, he just likes to play, that's all. 
Richard: Was he the one who danced with you on 
stage one night? 
No that's Darryl, he's another friend. He's just a 
FRIEND friend. 
TE 

Trevor: But they like to play with Shirley? 
I wouldn't say play with me. They love to hang 
out cos I'm good fun. I love to talk. Do things with 
them. That's about it. 
Tim: What's your favourite song to perform? 
River Deep Mountain High. 
Tim: And how would you describe how you per 
form that song? 
I just do it, that's it. You can't describe how you do 
it, you just go ahead and do what you do. 
Tim: I've seen you do that one many many times 
and you do it with such energy and such ... 
Very much energy, I get a bit dry at the end cos I 
sing with the song, not mime, that's why I get dry, 
cos if I mime I go blank, so I've got to sing with the 

music. 
Tim: So you always 
sing, you never 
mime? 
Nuh. I used to do 
karaoke live. 
Tim: Whereabouts 
did you do that? 
Newtown Hotel. 
Tim: Drag kara 
oke? 
Yes with Jamai 
ca Hormone and 
Joyce Maynge. I 
was the co-host 
of that. So that's 
about it. 

Richard: Any ca 
reer develop 
ments? 
Not at this stage. 
Trevor: Ambitions? 
No ambitions. I just 

like to do what I do and 
that's it. 
Tim: What advice would you 
give to a young showgirl? 
You've been in the business 

twenty years, what wisdom would you impart? 
Actually somebody asked me this question before 
and I would say keep going, you'll get there even 
tually. Just do what you do. 
Tim: Do what you do, be yourself? 
Yes be yourself, just keep going because people 
will respect you in that sense. 
Richard: Have you ever experienced any criticism 
for doing drag? 
Once. 
Richard: What happened? 
Well it was at the Exchange Hotel and this guy, 
he was drunk. He walks up to the bar and said I 
looked ugly and I said well what are you doing 
here then. And Carlotta my friend didn't like the 

Protegee and mentor? 
Or just good friends? 

way he said what he said and 
she told him off. 
Richard: She's a good defend 
er, a good friend to have? 
She's a good friend and a 
good mentor for other young 
drag queens. I've known her 
for twenty years. 
Trevor: Would you ever retire? 
I won't retire. 
Tim: Never? 
Not until I'm 100. 
Trevor: Doing drag to the 
grave? 
Yes. 
Richard: What would you say to 
someone who said you're too 
old to perform? 
Well you know what my answer 
is.and I can't say it on that. 
Tim: Yeah, ya can. 
I'd tell them to go and get 
fucked. Good enough an 
swer? 
Tim: Short and sweet. 
Richard: Do you like the new 
venue or do you prefer the 
Spectrum (Exchange) Bar? 
Stonewall is my favourite. 
Trevor: Why is that? I mean the 
stage isn't so great here. 
So? Well I mean, the stage eve 
rywhere is not great. 
Tim: You just prefer the atmos 
phere here? 
Yeah. 
Tim: More gay? 
Yeah, you know people come 
and talk to you, I know all the 
staff here and they're all good 
to me and vice versa. 
Richard: Were you in the Mardi 
Gras march in 1978? Are you a 
'78er? 
I'm not a '78er, I wasn't in the 
Mardi Gras until 2003. 
Richard: Have you ever been 
stalked? 
Stalked? 
Tim: Yeah like by a crazed, ob- 

, sessed fan? 
No! 
Richard: What would a man 
have to do to win Shirley's 
heart? 
Sweep me off me feet. 

Thanks Shirley 
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SHIRLEY'S FAVES 
Favourite shade of lipstick: 
Red 
Favourite dress: Black vel 
vet catsuit 
F'ave movie: I love Sister 
Act 1 and 2. Don't we all? 
F'ave book: Les Norton adven 
tures 
What are you reading at the 
moment? Another Les Norton. 
F'ave CD? Falling Into You = 
Celine Dion 
F'ave TV show? Murder She 
Wrote 
F'ave drink: VB 
Five cafe: Battuta. Sorana's 
brother works there and he 
knows who I am. 
F'ave restaurant: Haven't got 
one. Anywhere. 
F'ave meal: Whatever comes. 
No curry or chilli. 
F'ave hangout: Stonewall. 
Stupid question!' 
Perfect Sunday: Hello! Per 
forming! Spend the day pre 
paring from 9am, have a 
shower and that at around 
2pm, the normal routine. We 
go to Polly's Follies by 
train, get ready here, make 
up takes about half an hour, 
usually ready at quarter to 
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FEATHER & DOWN QUILT 
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Lazy Sundays. 
A warm embrace on a winter's night. 
Sneaking an extra five minutes after the alarm. 
Putting your head down at the end of a tong day. 
DOONA makes the good things in bed even better. 

Available at 45@+=Pr= 

T TN20007/0505/WD DOONA is a registered Trademark of the Tonine Group 





A User's Guide 
to the Zodiac 

ere 
The seed started with a user's guide on how to handle 
a gem grew to rap around all that strayed its way 
weaved in and out of the war on unwanted pests then 
sprouted into THE IDEAL MAN. 

Oppositional 
Reciprocity 
Factor 

An interchange/exchange of all things. Watch your 
mind's eye shadow. Perspectival shift. Imagine the 
other. Be the shadow. 

We live in a world filled with terror. Terrorism lives in 
this world. So move out, escape your illusion or con 
front it head ON. 

Upon the eve of writing this missive Derek enter 
tained a small group of confidantes to mull over 
the dimensions of THE IDEAL MAN. In a 
fine swoop of astrological engineering what followed was 
an intense and collective brainstorm in determining what 
archetypal cosmic human could possibly fit the bill. He's 
a 68 model and his name is Matteo Di Santo ( see 
picture right) . Why do we care? The fetish we have 
with labels drives this baby . . 

Matteo Di 
Santo born 
5th May 
1968 
sun: taurus 
ascendant: 
scorp 
moon: leo 
mercury: taurus 
venus: taurus 
mars: taurus 
jupiter: leo 
saturn: aries 
uranus: virgo 
neptune: scorp 
pluto: virgo 
north node: aries 
chinese: monkey 

Aries 
An excellent time to put your ego on hold. The ferocious 
way in witch u reinforce your surface can be tempered 
with creative solutions. With Saturn in fellow fire sign Leo 
for the next two years you have an important opportunity 
to DO something about all that you have been agonising 
over and wishing to be otherwise for way too long. Create 
your own reality. Your ORF of the season involves Jupiter 
and your opposite planet Venus. Vision maps need to ad 
dress the relationship with the self as a reference point to 
those shared with others but need not involve self-absorp 
tion since this is a reflect/effect interpretation. The bigger 
the picture the better the view. Anti-terror tip: identify 
your own inner terrorist and conquer those tendencies 
toward self-sabotage. 

Taurus 
It's lucky you lot are so bloody calm because with Nep 
tune and Saturn creating harsh angles to your Sun you 
can expect some rather sharp and pointy edges while you 
shape shift your way through life's lessons. Structural and 
spiritual foundations are being tested with an emphasis 
on flexibility and fluid response-ability. The fixed sign 
nature of these long term transits suggests that you have 
been given a decent amount of time to resolve blockages 
and tune into your higher selfs flow. A seasonal ORF is 
approaching in November as the Sun moves into Scorpio. 
Anti-terror tip: Use this time to be your shadow- shed 
skins, search deeply and change all that you must to actu 
alise the revolution within. 

Gemini 
Cosmic activity is currently at a peak with all four outer 
planets charging your core and testing your endur 
ance. You've been planning the construction of your own 
personal temple for some time now. With Saturn in Leo 
and Neptune in Aquarius you are now well equipped to 
consciously start building. Taking into account the power 
of the trigram, identify the three key areas in your self and 
life that need tending to so that you may manifest your 
vision. Your ORF lies in the power of Pluto and is some 
thing that you are no stranger to. This cycle of profound 
transformation has been effect/reflecting you for the last 
ten years - scary huh? Well you've still got another three 
years to work with the intensity it has to offer. Anti-terror 
tip: chaos can become calm and trauma tranquillity in but 
a thought- perception is all. Unveil the illusion of your 
mind's eye. 

Cancer 
With Saturn now safely out of your sign you must be feel 
ing somewhat relieved, if a little hungover. So how did you 
fair over the past two years? With Uranus in fellow water 
sign Pisces, you can now take the time to reflect a little and 
really use what lessons you have learnt about your self 
and the shadow/other to create some necessary change. 
Change?! I hear you cry ... Change??!! Absolutely! You 
know it's the only constant in life - so why resist? Clean up 

the damage, ditch that sidewards gait, and stride toward 
your greatest potential. Your ORF of the season is all 
about preparing for your biggest shift yet - Pluto is slowly 
but surely heading toward your opposite sign Capricorn. 
Heed this warning and prepare now for a good ten years 
or more of cosmic spring-cleaning. Anti-terror tip: slay 
your fears with this thought in mind - I create my own 
reality. 

Leo 
The ruler of time aka Lord Kronos is now on your case. 
You may be feeling a little irked by this because who 
would dare pop your infamous bubble of love and light 
in such a cruel way? Well my lovely Leos, Meet Saturn. 
Your number is up and your time has come to deal with 
the seeds that you have sewn and tended to date, particu 
larly regarding your core essential self With spirit catcher 
Neptune creating an ORF in your opposite sign Aquarius, 
a good deal of reflection is available to your inner mind's 
eye. Who did you imagine yourself to be when you envis 
aged your future as a child? What kind of person have you 
become? How do the two points of view differ? Anti-terror 
tip: considering your own life timeline, note key points of 
distraction that have led you down war torn paths. Repro 
gram your holistic self to be able to identify and extinguish 
personal flame wars. 

Virgo 
Where would be without all the organisation and hygiene 
you bring to this messy chaotic world? When next you feel 
the urge to self-deprecate remember just how much you 
give in terms of essential wisdom and instruction on how 
to do human witch you do oh so well. Now, enough banter. 
I hope you've got some time available because the cosmos 
has a job for you which will last approximately twelve 
years - the planet of Revolution, Uranus, is in your oppo 
site sign. This ORF calls upon you to reflect/affect all that 
is standing in humanity's way of transcending limitations 
and suffering. Tall order I know. If the entirety of this 
project overwhelms, or reminds you too much of your own 
grandiose ambitions, perhaps focus on one small slice and 
give it your all. Anti-terror tip: consider how best you can 
imprint this planet with a unique and useful mark. 

Libra 
With Jupiter having just cruised through Libra, your rose 
tinted glass should be shining bright and perhaps even giving 
off a scent of good fortune. Now you need to decide what you 
are going to do with the wisdoms and insight you have been 
acquiring over the past year or more. With Saturn, Neptune 
and Pluto all creating complimentary angles to your sign, 
this is a high vibe time in which to integrate your higher 
and lower selves as well as your unconscious and Divine 
minds into daily life. By discovering what lies beneath your 
surface you are able to actualise deeper meaning and create 
a stronger sense of self and purpose. Your seasonal ORF 
is about understanding the other in the self and vice versa 
while taking into account the flipside of all situations. Anti 
terror tip: crowd control required. 
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Scorpio 
What theme are you going to define your new year by? 
Choose carefully as you are now dealing with a double 
edged sword crafted by your very own hand. Since you 
are a creature of the underworld, I will feed your thirst 
for darkness first. Neptunian forces continue the challenge 
to identify your psychospiritual nemesis so that you may 
peel away layers of life and/or illusion. Saturn has joined 
the funfare poking and prodding along the way, testing 
for any unstable foundations and questioning the creative 
sense in it all. Before you lick your lips and gobble up the 
gloom, take note of the Uranian urge to bathe you in the 
light of change. Your ORF of the season comes in the form 
of a duel with Mars, bringing up issues of motivation, de 
sire, sex and war. Also, Jupiter is now entering your sign 
and offers an opportunity that only comes by every twelve 
years. Anti-terror tip: discover your philosophical essence 
in life to build on better frontline strategies. 

Sagittarius 
With Pluto having taken residence in your sign for the past 
ten years, you centaurian folk have been put through the 
ringer, turned upside down, spun inside out and twisted 
around and around. How you have managed to come out 
alive and continue the vision quest as number one prior 
ity, many ofus simply do not know. You will be happy to 
know that this Persephonous jaunt is soon to be over(ish)... 
Afew more years of being task mastered by your mistress 
and you should be well and truly ready to resurface like a 
brand new human. You are your own ORF. See Gemini if 
any further instruction is required. Anti-terror tip: believe 
it or not, Saturn is here to help. Trust Leos and follow their 
lead, it's time for you to sit back, do less and quietly learn. 
Detonating yourself mid learning curve is clearly not 
advised. 

Capricorn 
Theres not a lot that can shake a Capricorn from its firm 
hold on reality and curious but oh so sensible ways in 
which it chooses to do life on a daily basis. But the shift 
has begun already and with an added boost from Uranus 
(that's right, think colonic) it is sure to be considerable. 
Then there's Pluto, slowly but surely approaching your 
sign. You have approximately three years in which to 
prepare, making now a pretty good time to tune into the 
change machine and unsettle a few of your structured 
foundations. The only option is to do it well and with the 
refinement and class that you are renowned for. Your ORF 
has just passed through your ruling planet pointing you 
toward a single-pointed focus. But just in case you wish to 
gaze at the greener grass, check out Cancer for shadowy 
encounters. Anti-terror tip: lighten up, it can only add to 
your stash of cosmic cash. 

Aquarius 
With Neptune sitting right on the middle of your fence, 
dreamscapes are key in revealing hidden meaning in all 
that you say and do. Think about the nature of your night 
journeys and how you wake ofa day. Do you remember 
or block? Can you recite or is it all a blur? Use this haze 
or clarity as a guiding tool for how next to approach life 
so that you may enhance your quality of life. Your ORF of 
the season comes with Saturn's recent transition into Leo. 
Others are likely to present to you in themselves parts of 
your self that you are ready to ditch. This could be a po 
tentially testing time, depending on how willing you are to 
listen to your higher self so that it may meet your ego with 
soul purpose to transform your life on earth. Anti-terror 
tip: step outside of your comfort zone to take on a new 
mode of living - will you be all that surprised at how well 
it suits you? 

Pisces 
Uranus is taking you on a ride that will last in total about 
14 years - you are now in your second year. What you can 
achieve in that time is really quite awe-inspiring. Uranus 
rules technology, revolution, change and groups of people. 
It also however, suggests conflict and cataclysm such as 
the numerous natural disasters currently popping off 
around the planet. How you choose to channel this intense 
energy is entirely up to you. You may well be so absorbed 
with what we would call in the astro sphere the wrath 
of Pluto - i.e soul busting transformation at a core level 
- that you can barely see outside your own narrow points 
of reference. Wherever you are at right now, remember 
your potential to wow the mortal cohorts with how well 
you abstract from the mainframe and melt down that 
clock like a true surrealist. Anti-terror tip: define your 
own ORF and keep the world guessing. If anyone can pull 
off this cosmic joke with riotous hilarity, it is you. 
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sibly autograph her new CD for me so I could give it to Donna as a surprise! They had 
not seen each other in over 30 years. They also shared very parallel lives. Marcia left for 
Australia and Donna, for Germany. Both started their careers not only as black women 
but as single mums in a foreign country. 

HI, Richard, 

Lo and behold I did manage to contact Marcia's management and when she heard of 
my plans, she was so excited that she invited me to her concert at South Sydney Jun, 
ior' s ( the week before my departure). I met with her backstage and true to her word, 
she supplied me with some goodies for my Aussie pack for Donna, together with a 
"personal message" to be given to Donna if I was fortunate enough to get to meet her. 

Thanks for your call last night. I'll detail below: some facts surround 
ig my recent "performance" on stage with Do~a Summer in Vegas, 
together with some pictures I've downloaded and will attach. Cut 
and paste or do whatever you wish with the story/ photos and I hope 
it's of interest for your magazine. ----- 
Well, as you know, I am a Senior Court Reporter (Stenographer) ""' , ,,.,,. ~~ ,_ 
in the Su.me Coui,,t. Currently I'm working on the Bruce Burrell 
murder t il ( the alleged victim being {erry Whelan). It has been 
running for some time now and is soon to coft'-clude. 

Well, during the course of the trial, whilst browsing the Net, it came 
to my attention that Donna Summer was having quite a successful 
"Summer" tour in the United States, concluding, of all places, in Las 
Vegas. Having been a long time, dedicated fan I felt it my duty to 
somehow get the time off work and go see this concert, and, if pos 
sible, orchestrate a meeting with the Diva herself, to talk her into 
touring Australia. 
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Next it was on to Donna's management company, to explain to them the dual signifi 
cance of my uip ad he fact that I was flying half way around the world solely for her t two final concerts. I pleaded that they allow me to meet with Donna and NOT to tell 
her about my surprise from Marcia Hines. I also included an article about this from 
Sydney Confidential in ths-Da~ly Telegraph (so they didn't think I was just some mad 
stalker). 

So they then passed the news on to Donna's husband of 25 years (also in the band), 
'and he kept the secret about Marcia Hines, but did say to Donna that there would 
'be someone in the front row, having travelled all the way from Australia solely for the 
show. 
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This is where the story gets quite interesting. A few years ago, I read 
an autobiography of Marcia Hines called "Diva" Ih the ,story Marcia 
details her early childhood where she grew up in Boston, ironically, 
ext door to Donna Summer (Nee; G!iJtfs), who, at that time also 

--wasn't famous. Marcia was best friends witi\ Donna's sister, Linda 
and used to play with the girls quite ofteJ 

\ 
ought to myself A) I have to go see Donna and; B) I should 

arcia Hines and see if she'd write a letter to her and pos 

During the first night I was there, and whilst Donna was performing "On the Radio" 
one-of her many hits, she plucked five people out of the crowd to be her backmg vocal, 
ists atd so up I went (some piccies attached). Once the number was over and the other 
four left the stage, I remained and she personally thanked me for coming so far. Not 
only chat, she asked me to take a bow (as my dancing was over the top and sent the 
crowd wild , you know how it is; five minutes of fame and all - and it was Vegas after 

,-. ''Iii, .. , · . · h h b k all). She loved it. So I took,py bow g9ta kiss and a hug and met wit! 1er backstage 
where I presented my gift pack and petsonal message from Marcia. Donna was abso 
utely STUNNED. Ir was worth the trip jus.t for that. She was almost in tears. It was 
he most memorable oc~ ,. ·, •. of"my life. ~~"treasure it aways. , 
Upon my return to Sydney T decided two things. 1) The old clic¢ of "Nothing's 
impossible" has.never rang so trhe. If you believe and ha~~ ourself, you can 
achieve whatever you want. Allow NOTHING to .stand in'y,, y-not even dis 
believers and those that laugh at you (as many did, me). If you want something bad 
enough, go our and MAKE IT HAPPEN.2) Another clich&bur true;Life is Ogg;s 
short not to take every opportunity presented to you . , ~ , . t;« ·. 
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Which brings me to my next point about "Shirley Valen 
tine" and your story on her. SHE is an amazing 
gem. Many people in this life can learn a great 
and humble lesson from Shirley. I take my hat 
off to him... and the rest of the gang from 
"Polly's Follies" at Stonewall on a Sun 
day night. They get called tragic 
dogs, idiots, whackos. All sorts 
of derogatory names. But what 
MOST people don't under 
stand is that these people, 
every Sunday night, are stars 
in their own eyes. They are 
having the time of their 
life. They don't care what 
anyone thinks. They get up 
there and perform with all 
their heart, even when they 
don't know the words, and 
they enjoy themselves. And 
that is why on Sunday 23rd Oc 
tober I'm getting up to join them. 

Friends, family judiciary legal eagles -all 3} 
of them -they think it's a mid-life crisis. Sad 
really that they think that way. What they don't 
see is that this is my way of giving something back to the 
community that has afforded me so much fun and pleasure over the 
years, and without whom I would never have probably been introduced to Donna's music to begin with! 

They can laugh at Shirley and the gang at Polly's Follies all they like. All I know is, I'll be very proud 
to stand up there and perform with them. One thing is for certain: I'M GOING TO HA VE A 
BLAST! 

Well, on that note, my very Conservative Judge (and quite mortified now I've disclosed 
what I'm doing on the 23rd - don't think he'll be there) is ready to go back into court, so 
I must bid you farewell and hope to chat soon. Let me know when the mag comes out. 
Ciao and best regards 

Michael D Campbell 
Author/Senior Court Reporter 
Supreme Court of NSW 

OH PS: I also have a DVD coming of my performance with Donna. How fab! A souvenir!!!!! 



It occurred to me one day that it may be interesting to interview Christopher 
Dean for a future issue of Lives of the Artists, regarding his recent move away 
from Sydney to Maitland. Coincidentally, Tim Hilton of The Wild Boys had the 
same idea. This interview with Christopher was conducted by email. 

A Wild Boy 
interview by 

• 

1n aifla 
Elizabeth Pulie 

3? 

You've recently moved away from Sydney-where did you move to? 

I moved to a little place called Telarah, a suburb of Maitland. Telarah is 
a two-hour drive north of Sydney and a half-hour drive from Newcastle. 
It has an interesting history. Many of the place names in the Hunter Val 
ley were derived from aspects of the mining industry. Telarah is a Welsh 
word and means "pit pony". It sounds cruel but in the nineteenth century 
pit ponies spent much of their lives deep within the earth hauling carts 
filled with coal which they slowly brought to the surface ... a fine metaphor 
for the role of the artist in contemporary Australian society don't you 
think? 

Why did you decide to move? 

I don't know if we should use the word "move" or "escape"? After being 
actively involved with the Sydney art scene for so long I got to the point 
where I realised that I had my lethal dose. Basically I'd had enough and 
desperately wanted to run away. Sydney has slowly become an increas 
ingly difficult place for artists to live and work. I wanted a bit of space, 
a garden and a decent studio. I had also just turned 40 and felt ready 
to go on an adventure and to begin a new chapter in my life. I ended 
up buying a cute little wooden house that was moved to Maitland from 
Muswellbrook in 1955, the year of the big flood. 

This edition of Lives of the Artists is guest edited by The Wild Boys 
-what is your connection to The Wild Boys, and what makes a Wild Boy 
wild? 

I really like the idea of being a "Wild Boy" but as I admitted to Tim Hilton 
these days I have become a Wild Boy in theory rather than practice. 
My connection to the Wild Boys is simply that I know most of the par 
ticipants of this loose-knit group, and first and foremost I like them as 
people. My definition of a Wild Boy is any person who is not totally 
comfortable with their gender, age, physical appearance as well as 
their place in the world. I don't believe that you have to be homosexual 
to be a Wild Boy, I don't even believe you have to be male. For me it's 
all about challenging norms: being a maverick, and living the life of a 
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The art scene has always 

'To: Christopher in his Telarah 
studio 
Bottom: A watchface on the dash 
of his beloved Valiant 
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homos 

rebel. In this way, Wild Boys avoid stereotypes and are 
constantly breaking the rules. From this perspective any 
artist who promotes the cause of non-conformity is a Wild 
Boy but I must admit that not all artists deserve this title! 
Being a Wild Boy is part of a historical continuum that 
comes directly to us via the counter-culture movements 
of the 1950s and 60s. 

Is there a 'queer scene' in Newcastle? 

As a city, Newcastle has an amazing historical relation 
ship to homosexuality, a relationship that has been 
constructed through fear and homophobia. As far as the 
queer scene goes, Newcastle has a full-time gay bar 
called The Gateway and a gay sauna called Steamworx. 
I suppose you could call that a scene. 

What is queer art? 

From an Australian perspective it would be fair to say that 
· all art is queer. It's queer in the sense that it is frequently 

seen to be an unproductive activity. Homosexual or gay 
art has a much more specific definition. I've always been 
interested in the link between an artist's life and their cre 
ative endeavours however I tend to see myself more as a 
"social commentator" rather than just an artist. My current 
series of paintings takes the form of text-based, shaped 
canvases, painted monochromatically. The relief text 
in these works refers to the peculiar history and culture 
of the Maitland/Newcastle area. One example is 1979, 
No More Puffs at the Star. This reference comes from a 
newspaper advertisement placed in several Newcastle 
newspapers by the management of the Star Hotel which 
boasts that the pub has finally rid itself of homosexuals. 
Don't you just love the use of the word "Puffs"? I suppose 
you could call this an obvious example of queer art. 

Is homophobia alive and well in the art scene? 

I don't think so. The art scene has always been a refuge 
for homos. Like most gay boys I use to wag P.E., and 
spent years hiding out in the back of the art room. I feel 
that the contemporary art scene in Sydney is a lot gayer 
than it has been for years. In many ways I would like to 
thank Robert Lake for his contribution to this situation! 

What's going on in Newcastle? 

Over the next few weeks there is quite a lot going on 
in Newcastle. Aside from the usual activities that take 
place at the three artist's run spaces in town there is 
also a major event called Electrofringe, as well as a 
Mike Parr retrospective at the Newcastle Region Gal 
lery and a John Nixon/Julian Dashper exhibition at the 
University Gallery. Sadly, I will miss out on attending 
many of these events as I plan to be in Sydney shaking 
my booty at the Sleaze Ball. 

How are you staying connected to the art world in Syd 
ney? 

I drive down to Sydney in my fabulous old Valiant at 
least once every two weeks and usually stay for at least 
three days. Aside from this I am always on the phone 
to people and usually keep up with all the drama and 
gossip. At the moment I am working as a guest curator 
at the Casula Powerhouse and also at the Penrith Re 
gional Gallery. Currently I am also working on a PhD at 
COFA, so I still feel intimately connected to the Sydney 
scene. Lots of people have been staying with me and 
that also helps keep these valuable connections alive. 

What has changed the most about your day to day life 
since moving? 

Living in the country has given me the time and space 
to do a lot of soul searching. I suppose I lead a much 
more solitary life these days. 

Have you noticed any shift or changes in your work as a 
result of your move? 

The changes have been truly amazing. Although I 
haven't been all that productive in terms of churning out 
large quantities of paintings I have had the freedom to 
produce many experimental works. I have also had the 
courage to destroy paintings when I am not happy with 
them. I have been asked to participate in exhibitions all 
over the place and am excited at the prospect of getting 
my private peregrinations out into the world. 

Has living in Maitland turned out to be what you ex 
pected? 

I don't know what I initially expected! The experience 
has been a positive one because it has enabled me to 
continue living the life of a full-time dreamer and "social 
commentator". My experiments in painting have been 
very rewarding although I must admit my love life leaves 
a lot to be desired. 

Thank you Christopher. 

Top: Christopher watering the plants 
Bot tom: 1979, No More Puffs at the Star 
work in progress. 
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by Lucas lhlEin 
Lucas Ihlein has just come back from FS'05 = 24hr Art - an art exchange in Darwin. These 
drawings form part of the work he produced during his stay there. The text is an excerpt from 
the blog that was created especially for the event. Visit the blog here http://fusionstrength2005. 
blogspot.com Visit Lucas Ihlein's blog here http://bilateral.blog-city.com 
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coffee stai 
Thursday, ni 

Each mornin I set my a a ight. The idea is that get up 
and do some st tdy. iv the only way study here is 
to sneak out o ~ arly thers wake up, tiptoe to the kitchen, 
and make mysell bot ofblack_coftee. While the coffee is on the stove, I put 
on two slices of toast. Just before it pops up, the coffee boils, and I take it 
off the element. Then; almost immediately, the toast pops. I butter it with 
vegemite, pour two cups of black coffee, stir sugar into one of them, balance 
the whole enser 5c 5+ a dinner plate, and go back to the air conditioned 
bedroo ason is still sleepi1 ly clatter makes him stir, however, and he 

5· 44ughs quietly in that way that he does and says "I 
d smell it;' I say. Thankfully, this is probably the 

Two days go, during t routine, I tipped over my cup of coffee on the 
bed. A powerfi . brown stain streaked across the sheet and seeped through 
to the matt ss. I took off the sheet and put it on to soak downstairs, in a 
bucket he washing machine. Jason helped me lean the mattress 

me sun. 

in onto my second piece of toast. Soon I will have to stop this and get on 
and study instead. 

Jason has just sat :d. He's looking a bit bewildered, and rubbing his 
fa EN@Sworkfnr ·r than me, sitting up in bed on his side editing 

ovements he's shot here in Darwin. Of all of us, 
en the most prolific during our stay. He looks a 

ably sending his wife a text message. But it's h 
tel., e cou e m ing a short movie of the opposite corner of th 

Slowly, Jason gets up. He puts on some shorts and leaves the room 
he returns, he starts taking off his pillow case. He reaches for a sip o c. 
Today is Thursday. We get new linen today. I close my computer and strip 
the one remaining sheet from my bed. 

posted by lucazoid at 7 :3 3 PM O comments 
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Socialist 
Sarah 
ALL QUESTIONS ANSWERED 

Is it true that 'Sydney 
artists are only 
interested in talking 
about their own work'? 
(quote) 
If anything, Sydney artists don't 
talk about their own work at all. 
What've you been doing, I ask, 
'oh, this and that, just playing 
around.' Maybe Sydney artists 
do less art than others! Ego 
maniacs seem to talk about 
themselves all the time. Appar 
ently Madonna used to go on 
about herself constantly, and 
look where she went. I have met 
artists from all over the world 
who go on and on. As a matter 
of fact, given the right day and 
moment, I might bore some to 
tears with my ramblings. When 
I was installing recently, I could 
not stop thinking and talking 
about my work as there were 
so many dilemmas I was fac 
ing. So I am very grateful to the 
people who helped me, as many 
4z? 

heads figure things out better 
than one. But art work is never 
the only thing I am interested in 
talking about! 

Is the word 'piece' too 
80s for current use - or 
has it returned along 
with skinny ties and 
pointy boots? 
It sure has! My piece is in the 
mail! Can you take my piece 
with you? I'm just trying to finish 
my piece. It sounds so useful 
and upmarket, and a bit dan 
gerous as well. Floating heart 
jewellery has returned too! The 
80's greed and capitalist era has 
definitely made a comeback 
actually, it never went away. You 
need those skinny leather ties 
for tying up your victims and 
pointy boots for kicking holes in 
their shins. 

Is it true that the 
Briefcase received a 
large cash grant from a 
prominent businessman 
and spent it all on a 
holiday? 
I wondered where Briefcase got 
the cash for all that promotional 
material and those trips around 

the world. Never has there been 
a whisper about funding, and 
come to think of it, I've never 
been asked for a single dollar 
when exhibiting in there. Simon 
always does look buff, and even 
in stressful times looks relaxed. 
And he can afford to give his 
work away ... 

Do you think the Wild 
Boys are closer to 
nature than girls are? 
Closer to nature, or nearer to 
their own nature? There are 
some extreme feral types I 
have come across, whose sex 
has remained indecipherable 
to me, so I don't know. I love 
nature so much. When I was 
down at Jervis Bay, earlier this 
year, I came in contact with 
some nature that was so fierce, 
I had to strip and become 'at 
one with bush'. I'll have to show 
you some photos. Boys and 
girls have been delegated their 
chromosomes randomly, and 
are equally sensitive emotional 
beings. It's what is poured into 
them, and their genes that de 
termines their diversions. 

How do I continue to 
take risks with my 
artworks, when it is all 
so self-conscious? 
Sometimes you need to have 
a break, or garner a new out 
look. Perhaps put some works 
away for a time to age, or put 
yourself away for some. If you 
become too jaded what's the 
use of plugging on, if it is too 
draining. Sometimes you can 
push yourself through, and I 
believe you can get to the other 
side, through sheer determina 
tion also. We're all different, and 
all lose hope sometimes. Take 
control. There's nothing wrong 
with self-consciousness, in fact, 
with your artwork, you need to 

be fully conscious! Just yester 
day I wrote a daggy reminder 
about following the path that 
you are leading, and as long as 
you believe in it, it will take you 
to the right place. It's not from 
Frost or anything, but hearkened 
back to the TRUST YOUR IN 
STINCTS philosophy I espouse. 
Maybe I am naive, but you need 
to satisfy your vision, and don't 
place too much emphasis on 
risky work. It has to be your 
cutting edge, or an addendum 
to what was or what might be 
coming. I think sometimes we all 
have rough plateaus, and need 
to adapt. 

What is so wi Id about 
the Wild Boys? 
Their name, their energy and 
their ethos. 

Why is black such a 
popular colour in the art 
world? 
I decided to check if black is the 
most popular at openings, and 
I'd say there were more people 
wearing black on the train than 
there were at the opening itself. 
However the quality of the black 
was altered, when worn by art 
ists. It was washed out. I love 
charcoal and the vagaries of 
greys, but it led me to think 
that artists do not buy new 
clothes all that often, so things 
that were once black are now 
grey. The black section in my 
wardrobe is the largest, and 
it's simple, darker colours 
don't show up dirt as much 
as lighter ones do. Plus, they 
vaguely match each other, 
for ease. I went to a daytime 
opening somewhere swish 
once, and there was only a 
skerrick of noir. I tell you, art 
ists can dress up bright! 

Why is Levis® 
deconstructing in their 
advertisements? 
I've noticed the billboards. Looks 
to me like they want artists to 
buy the jeans. I am familiar with 
that sort of party, those sorts of 
people, and the de-constructing 
drugs/alcohol required to feel 
that way. Levis wants an arty 
grungey crowd appeal, to add to 
their philosophy and co-ordinate 
with those nostalgic values that 
once made jeans great. I would 
suggest they go back and use 
the original cloth weave that was 
prevalent in my early years. It 
was tough as leather and with 
stood decades of wearing. Their 
clothes have deteriorated ex 
ponentially. Not that I have ever 
worn their crap as they do not 
make it in my size. 

Any advice for young 
artists? 
Hope you get old. 

What is good art? 
I've been pondering this for a 
long time and believe it can't 
be answered objectively. I can't 
look at art and tick boxes; politi- 

cally correct, genuine conviction, 
the materials selected, bi-lateral 
communication, not. too sim 
plistic, honest, beautiful, some 
tension, some nuance, some 
thing groundbreaking or merely 
observed. It is a combination of 
many factors, and I have to find 
ways of liking things, for myself, 
and not just listen to what other 
people say about works. Good 
art/great art has to move and 
continue moving some part of 
me, so whenever I look at it ' or think about it, I get some of 
the layers of clues, which are 
neurally pleasurable. I used 
to think that only good people 
could make good art. My opinion 
has changed. I wonder in ten 
years if I will still like some of the 
works I've hung on to. It seems 
like every time I go through my 
drawers, I throw more and more 
away. 

Send all questions to 
socialists@rah@yahoo.com 
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□ Clothes, styling and settings by House of Jane 
□ Shot on location at the House of Jane studio boutique 
□ House of Jane doesn't believe in waxing or weight loss 
□ House of Jane uses and recommends recreational drugs 

□ Models courtesy FUX8's Marrickville's Next Top Model 
□ House of Jane is the home of the $1000,000 I-shirt 

□ House of Jane supports ethical use of fake fur 
□ All enquiries, sales etc: hi_glamour@houseofjane.com 




